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Abstract
Most research on compliance checking is about business processes, focusing on the order and presence
of activities, roles, and temporal properties. However, legislation demands evidence of legal conditions.
An organization is considered to be compliant to a piece of legislation, when it can demonstrate that the
corresponding legal requirements continue to hold for the entire set of cases to which the legislation
applies. In this paper we propose a new perspective: evidence-based compliance engineering. We sketch
how to utilize existing tools for automated theorem proving and natural language understanding, to allow
automated verification of legal objectives based on evidence documents. To demonstrate compliance, the
system maintains an invariant for the set of cases, that involves legislation, legal requirements, cases
and evidence documents. Whenever a change would disrupt this invariant, processes are started to
select and analyse documents, update the cases, update the evidence and run the necessary proofs. The
compliance status is monitored continuously and can be made visible on a dashboard. The applicability
of the approach is illustrated by two examples.
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1. Introduction

Compliance checking involves a lot of administrative work. For example, legislation against anti-
money laundering [11, 37, 17] demands that financial institutions must ‘know their customer’
(KYC). For every transaction, they must verify customer identity, trace their funding, and find
the ultimate beneficiary. Solving these issues is complex and many banks fail. For example,
Rabobank was fined for failing to uphold customer due diligence [40]. These difficulties in
meeting compliance demands are common [33]. Software tools exist for know-your-customer
and for anti-money laundering tasks. For example, Computer Assisted Subject Examination
and Investigation Tool (CASEit), Customer Due Diligence Tool (CDD), tools for name-entity
matching, data analysis tools for fine-tuning the suspicious activity detection, and a quick
reference guide to track the relevant legislation in various countries [39]. However, each tool
only covers part of the investigation task.

Compare this varied landscape of compliance tools to the academic literature on compliance
checking. Most approaches focus on business processes [13, 15]. Compliance is interpreted as a
set of formal properties, expressed in a form of temporal or deontic logic, which is then verified
for all traces generated by the business process. See Governatori and colleagues [30, 19], but
also [15, 31] and later [22]. Here is a recent overview [7].

In these works, the legal problem of compliance checking – to verify whether the outcome of
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a process conforms to objectives demanded by law – is reduced to the computer science problem
of conformance testing – to verify whether the traces generated by a process specification
satisfy formal properties, e.g. [44]. From a computer science point of view, such a reduction is
understandable, but from a legal or business point of view, there are several problems:

1. conformance, not compliance. Compliance with the law is reduced to conformance to
formal properties. Properties defined over execution traces of a process specification,
so they cover the order of activities, constraints on roles or resources, and temporal
conditions. Other aspects of being compliant, such as organisational practices, governance,
risk and controls and legal evidence, are not immediately covered.

2. no interpretation. In conformance testing, the properties to test are supposed to be
specified upfront. The decision which interpretation of the law must be selected, how
that translates into formal properties, and how these properties must be measured or
monitored, are not taken into account [5, 18, 32]. See also recent NLP approaches [34, 3].

3. process, not cases. In the process-based view, the object of compliance is a specific business
process. Instead, as the know-your-customer example shows, the object of the law is a
set of cases, representing customers or transactions. These must be shown to comply to
requirements, that correspond to the law [16]. The process is only a means to that end.

4. no evidence Many administrative processes collect evidence in a dossier, to demonstrate
that some legal conditions are met. Evidence usually takes the form of documents, often
digitised. In the process based view, no records are stored after verification.

5. no data analysis. Compliance monitoring has benefited from process mining [31], but
makes insufficient use of advances in databases, ERP systems and analytics [2, 23].
Processes can verify properties of some new or updated cases, but only a data-analysis
can verify properties of all cases.

6. no risk management. Compliance is never enough. In interpreting the law and implement-
ing controls, managers must make a trade-off between the costs of compliance and the risk
of violation [8]. Assisted by compliance officers, management is ultimately responsible
for risk management [24], but, the process-based view of compliance reduces it to an
operational level.

In this exploratory paper, we propose a new perspective: evidence-based compliance engineering,
to address some of these problems. The approach centres on legal interpretation and risk
management, account for evidence, and combines process-based and data-based approaches to
compliance management, in a unified way. The approach is called ‘compliance engineering’
by analogy with requirements engineering [45]. The central idea is requirements traceability
[36, 45]. All (legal) requirements lead to specific properties of a system (forward). Conversely,
all system properties are motivated by (legal) requirements (backward).

How to develop an evidence-based approach to compliance engineering?

Consider a conceptual model that involves legislation (text), legal requirements (formal rep-
resentation), and evidence (documents, traces of verified queries), all linked to a database of
cases. Such a model is sketched in Figure 1. The model maintains a set of invariant properties:
(i) all cases conform to the legal requirements, (ii) compliance of cases is supported by evidence,



Figure 1: Conceptual model for Evidence-based Compliance Engineering. The model maintains an
invariant : all cases comply to the legal requirements, which correspond to relevant legislation, and
where compliance of cases is supported by evidence.

and (iii) legal requirements correspond to relevant legislation. Automated reasoning, as well as
data base and data analytics queries, allow verification of the legal requirements on the data
set that represents all cases. Whenever a change would temporarily disrupt the invariant, for
example when laws are changed or when cases are added, semi-automatic processes will start,
to restore the invariant. These processes are shown in the diagram as in, out or update arrows.
For example, when a new client is entered, due diligence checks are performed and evidence is
collected and analyzed, to verify the client conforms to the legal requirements, and therefore
to the law. Similarly, when a new law is adopted, the interpretation process is supported by
tools for natural language processing and automated reasoning, to derive legal requirements
that correspond to the legal interpretation chosen. At any time, the compliance status can be
automatically verified, or monitored regularly and made visible on a dashboard.

In this exploratory paper we aim to introduce this vision of compliance engineering. Later,
the vision must be further worked out, in the form of an architecture, design principles, and a
formal semantics, that makes it possible to specify the invariant property.

The research method is a form of design science [46]. We present an artefact, a conceptual
model for evidence-based compliance. The usefulness of the approach is illustrated by two
scenarios: (1) know-you-customer, and (2) a building permit.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First, section 2 contains the scenarios.
Section 3 provides a theoretical background. Section 4 develops the vision. The paper ends
with discussion of the research limitations and suggestions for further research.

2. Scenarios

We analyse two simple scenarios: (1) know-your-customer, and (2) building permit. Summaries
are given in two tables: Table 1 and Table 2.

2.1. Know your customer

Legislation against anti-money laundering in various countries [11, 37, 38] demands that finan-
cial institutions must ‘know their customer’ (KYC). For every transaction, these organisations



law: WVWFT [11]
domain: financial
object of compliance: transactions
legal objectives: (1) relevant details of all transactions are recorded

(2) all and only transactions that are deemed unusual according to WVWFT
administrative decrees are identified and reported

business objectives: (3) uninterrupted flow of transactions
(4) confidentiality of client details is respected
(5) acceptable compliance risk

(some) requirements: (1) Ensure records of transaction; identity, bank account, authentication and
authorisation of sender; identity, bank account, and authentication of receiver;
source of funding, identity of ultimate beneficiary, description
(2) Maintain lists of indicators of ‘unusual’. Develop corresponding criteria.
Develop automated tests to match criteria against transaction data. Run
tests before committing transactions. Hits are reviewed by compliance officer.
Regularly review tests and criteria for effectiveness.
(3) % investigated transactions < threshold; duration investigation < threshold;
other monitoring carried out off-line
(4) Access to system and sensitive fields on need-to-know basis only; most
data handled by automated processes; search is blocked; cases reviewed by
compliance officers are made anonymous (if possible).
(5) number and severity of unusual cases < threshold. number and severity of
confidentiality breaches < threshold. all known unusual cases found.

Table 1
Summary of Scenario 1. Know-your-Customer

must verify customer identity, trace their funding, and find the ultimate beneficiary. Subse-
quently, they must report any suspicious activities to the regulator.

Essentially, there are twomain obligations: (1) to investigate all financial transactions, identify
the clients, trace the source of funding, and identify the ultimate beneficiaries of the transaction.
Here the main purpose is to establish a proper record of each transaction. (2) on the basis of
these records, monitor and report any unusual or suspicious transactions, to the regulator. Note
that the unusual nature of a transaction may only be found by comparing series of transactions,
by advanced data analytics. For example, a statistical outlier, may need further investigation.

For example, in the Netherlands, under the WVWFT [11, §16], businesses must immediately
report any unusual transaction to the Financial Intelligence Unit. What is considered to be
unusual is defined by indicators, in an administrative decree.

We can make some observations. First, many different business processes are involved. Second,
these processes need many different sources of data, information and evidence documents. These
data sources can be structured in databases, but also be textual, filled-out forms, or even oral
testimony. Third, these processes run at different time-scales. For example, in executing a
transaction, there is an immediate time-scale, but in monitoring, there is a long-term time scale.

Summarising, in the know-your-customer case, a business process is the wrong unit of
analysis for compliance purposes.



law: Municipal Environment plan, Zoning plan, Omgevingswet [12]
domain: construction
object of compliance: buildings
legal objectives: (1) relevant details of all buildings are recorded

(2) all buildings meet quality and safety criteria
business objectives: (3) unobstructed flow of housing and renewal projects

(4) owners demands are respected
(some) requirements: (1) Ensure records of identity and residence of owner, architect, and construc-

tion company, a detailed blue print and construction plan
(2) Make sure that all and only buildings that meet quality and safety criteria
are granted a permit
(3) % stalled procedures < threshold; average duration < threshold

Table 2
Summary of Scenario 2. Building Permit

2.2. Scenario 2. Building Permits

In most municipalities, a building permit is required before one is allowed to construct or adjust
a building. The procedure terminates when a permission is granted, or rejected. A permit is only
granted, when it is motivated by documents (blue print; safety assessment), and when these
documents show that quality criteria for the building will be met, in the plans. The purpose
is to make sure that (1) the municipality has records of all buildings and their construction
specifications, and (2) to maintain quality and safety criteria for all buildings. For example,
buildings must not collapse under normal use or weather influence, be resistant to fire, and,
increasingly, be energy efficient, etc. It is easier to regulate permits, then actual construction of
buildings. In case of a mistake in a building permit, the building may have to be demolished.

In the Netherlands, the legal framework for permits has changed. As of 1st of January 2024,
after several years of delays due to required IT systems. The Omgevingswet (Environment
Act)[12] tries to bundle many types of permits: buildings, waterworks, safety, national heritage,
etc, and harmonise the permission procedures of municipalities.

Summarising, for one construction project, often many different processes are involved, and
many types of data and information are needed (blue prints; construction plans; assessments).
These documents must be archived. The object of compliance is the body of housing; the process
is only a means to achieve quality and safety criteria.

3. Theoretical Background

In this section, we provide some theoretical background for the vision shown in Figure 1. This
overview must necessarily remain sketchy.

3.1. Information integrity

The core is a database of cases, that is designed to uphold integrity constraints [20], see also [9].
Integrity constraints are conditions on the data or information in a database or information
system, that must remain true (invariant), based on their type or meaning.



Some integrity constraints are about data types or syntactic constraints. For example, February
30, is not a valid date. Other integrity constraints are semantic. For example, an interest rate is
a percentage, so in principle negative interest rates should not exist. Some integrity constraints
are relationships. For example, the total income in a year calculated as the sum of all monthly
incomes, should equal the income calculated as the sum of incomes generated per division. In
accounting, these relational constraints are called reconciliation relations.

Transactions (TPs) are designed in such a way that (1) they ensure the integrity constraints
(IVP) for new input data, and (2) they preserve the integrity constraints (IVP) for existing cases
[9]. All transactions are logged. Only qualified users, are authorised to execute a transaction.
Similar ideas are built into ERP systems and database management systems [20].

3.2. Traceability in Requirements Engineering

Another source of inspiration is requirements engineering, and specifically the idea of traceability
[14], see also [45]. There are two kinds of traceability: forward and backward. Forward
traceability is the property that each part of a specification can be traced to specifications of
lower-level components that implement it. Forward traceability requires maintenance of links
in the how-direction, which is down the aggregation hierarchy. Backward traceability is the
property that for each part of a specification, it is clear why it was included. This requires links
in the why-direction, which is up the aggregation hierarchy. [45, p. 26]

In our case, each case condition to be tested, is motivated by a legal requirement, which must
be in turn be motivated by an interpretation of a legal text or clause (backward). Conversely,
each interpretation of a legal text or clause, must lead to some legal requirements, which can be
translated into formal conditions, that can be tested for cases in the database (forward).

3.3. Compliance by Design

In compliance, we can say that there are two roles for information systems: (i) source: informa-
tion systems are used to measure, record and store information about compliance behaviour,
that can be used as a source of evidence, and (ii) analysis: information systems are used to
analyse various sources of information, and determine whether the company is compliant.

In both cases, the reliability of the information system itself must be part of the evaluation.
For this reason, the information system must be designed with compliance in mind: compliance
by design. In particular, internal controls must be implemented, to ensure reliability of evidence
[10, 41]. Here reliability means correctness (all recorded data corresponds to reality) and
completeness (all relevant aspects of reality are recorded as data). The idea is to get the data
from the source, as close as possible to the measurement.

Lu et al [30] present compliance by design as essentially a preventative approach. Compliance
is built into the business processes that support it. We use the term in a broader sense, including
trade-offs between compliance risk and other business objectives. To achieve compliance-by-
design, several steps have to be followed. (1) Maintain a controls directory: representation
of relevant control objectives, (2) Analyse: compare actual business processes to the control
objectives, (3) Respond: accept deficiencies found, or redesign the process, and (4) Monitor:. This
is very similar to the famous plan-do-check-act framework, of Deming.



Figure 2: From raw data (source), to information (propositions and events), to evidence of a legal
condition (decision)

Actually, there are two cycles, operating at different time scales: (1) urgent, when a risk is
identified, and controls must be designed and implemented, and (2) monitoring, to regularly
evaluate the risks and effectiveness of controls.

We also mention an approach called lawfulness by design [16]. It suggests design patterns to
ensure lawfulness of IT artefacts, specifically data sets. By following design patters that work,
the cognitive load on the developers of systems can be reduced, and can be used for other tasks.

3.4. Legal Interpretation

Much work on legal informatics (e.g. [6]), wrongly assumes that the law is captured in a single
document, that can be translated into a formal representation, to be checked automatically. In
fact, there are many legal documents (e.g. national law, administrative degrees, policies), and
per document, many different interpretations (e.g strict versus lenient), that will lead to different
implementations [5][18]. To decide about these implementations, it is crucial to maintain an
intermediate (formal) representation for each separate interpretation, so different interpretations
can be analysed and compared. For example, which alternative is cheaper?

The law is often ambiguous [32]. This is deliberate. The law must be future-proof and not
written for a specific technology or practice. This is called the open texture of the law [21]. Black
[4] compares the debate about contested terms, to a from of regulatory conversations among
stakeholders, that determine what is considered acceptable.

Recently, also NLP approaches to compliance monitoring have addressed the legal interpreta-
tion process. They do not require an intermediate formal representation, but instead address
changes and differences immediately in the text itself [3, 34].

3.5. Legal rules and evidence

Data has to be aggregated, cleaned and interpreted, before it has meaning as information.
Furthermore, information provides evidence of some legal condition that is relevant to some
decision (Figure 2). For example, a footprint in the mud means that the suspect was present at
the scene on the relevant date, which is enough evidence to hold the suspect in custody.

In this diagram, the meaning relationship is know as ‘counts-as’, as made popular by
Searle [43]; see also [25]. Such counts-as rules are commonly known in AI and law as consti-
tutional rules, which include legal terms and definitions. In a sense, these rules specify what
conditions constitute (generate) the institutional facts. Constitutive rules are contrasted with
regulative rules, which specify obligations and permissions, and possibly even sanctions, in
case of a violation. Regulative rules almost always make use of terms and conditions, specified
in constitutional rules. Similar ideas are found in assertion-based auditing [29].



3.6. Continuous Monitoring

Prevention is not enough. No organisation is ever fully compliant, and therefore needs to run
regular tests, to find any remaining violations and solve issues. This is the task of compliance
monitoring. Our compliance engineering philosophy is inspired by ideas from continuous
control monitoring and continuous auditing [1, 27, 23].

Kocken andHulstijn [26] show that it is possible in principle to provide a continuous assurance
service, on the basis of a continuous auditing system (monitoring specific properties of the
data stream) combined with a continuous control monitoring system (monitoring operational
effectiveness of internal controls), which both feed into a dashboard for showing the current
status, and finally, a workflow to request a written assurance document, that summarises the
last months of data in the platform, for those clients we need written proof.

3.7. Data Analytics and Data Mining

Data mining has been used extensively in fraud detection and compliance monitoring [35, 2].
A classic problem in fraud detection is to distinguish a set of odd cases from violations of

a rule. For example, it may be suspicious if a client takes out a large amount of money in a
foreign city, until a telephone call reveals the person is going to get married. Nevertheless,
recent advances in anomaly detection use this idea: to identify outliers in streams of data, as
indicators of a violation. An advantage is that unsupervised learning removes the need for
human experts to annotate data. These techniques have first been tested in an audit context
[42], and later applied in many application scenarios.

A general problem is that one depends on the data quality. Data that would be crucial for
taking decisions is often missing or wrong. For that reason, all data-driven decisions must be
cross-verified, for example with the subject. This went terribly wrong in the RoboDebt case, in
Australia, where in some cases, a computer system determined the tax debt based on estimates,
not real data. This resulted in financial difficulties for the people involved. This situation was
made worse by the reluctance of the tax office and responsible politicians, to accept complaints
and respond. In general, this illustrates the importance of regular checks, and of allowing
feedback and control.

Note in this respect that many compliance applications assume negation-as-failure: absence
of data or evidence means that the relevant property is false. For example, in the building permit
case, if no evidence of a safety check is recorded, we may assume, no check was done. This
assumption may only be made, if all cases went through a strict entry process, that ensures data
completeness (compare integrity constraints). In practice however, decision making must be
made robust to uncertain or incomplete data.

4. Towards an Architecture

We will start with a general vision. After that, we will outline the various components, and
finally, detail how these components can be connected.

Take the two views that we have discussed: the data view and the process view. Here the
data view looks at evidence of states of affairs being compliant. The process view looks at



Components Purpose
(1) database of cases store and retrieve properties of cases, integrity constraints, control mech-

anisms to maintain integrity constraints
(2) evidence repository store and retrieve evidence, verify validity of evidence, summarise evi-

dence documents
(3) requirements repository store and retrieve requirement specifications, trace dependencies
(4) legislation repository store and retrieve legal sources, trace dependencies

Table 3
List of components

Links Tools
(1)-(2) interpretation NLP, search, indexing, RE tools
(2)-(1) validation RE tools
(2)-(3) design compliance-by-design, process mining
(3)-(2) verification DBMS, DB query, data mining

monitoring continuous audit, anomaly detection
(3)-(4) record archiving, indexing, search
(4)-(3) support NLP, automated verification

Table 4
List of links between components and useful compliance tools

newly created states of affairs, or at transactions, which change or update those states of affairs.
We believe that these two views can be combined into a unified whole, if we make use of an
invariant property [28]. Compliance, like safety or security, is a property that must always hold.
So compliance is specified as an invariant property. Changes or incidents threaten to disrupt
compliance. So that triggers a research question: can we ensure by a suitable architecture
(system and procedures) that a company remains demonstrably compliant?

Consider the diagram in Figure 1 again. We start from the set of cases. Now suppose that
the organisation is actually compliant: they have evidence to demonstrate that all cases in the
set satisfy the legal requirements. So the invariant property, for all cases legal compliance is
demonstrated by evidence, is true. This can be broken down into three sub-properties (page 3):

(i) all cases conform to the legal requirements,
(ii) compliance of cases is supported by evidence, and
(iii) legal requirements correspond to relevant legislation.

What components are needed? A summary is given in Table 3.
How can such invariant properties be verified and demonstrated? We look at the six arrows

in the diagram. (i) To verify compliance, run a set of queries on the cases, that corresponds to
the legal requirements (verify and monitor, right to left). The database must be designed in such
a way, that it has attributes than can answer such queries (design, left to right). (ii) Moreover, for
all claims or assertions stored in the case database, there must be a valid reference to a piece of
evidence to support it: a document, a credential, or the outcome of query (support, right-to-left).
Conversely, whenever a claim or assertion is tested, either as part of the regular monitoring or
as part of processes that handle transactions or changes, outcomes of such tests are recorded



(record, left-to-right). (iii) Analogous to forward traceability, for all relevant interpretations
of legislation, there must be one or more requirements, that represent them (interpretation,
left-to-right). Conversely, for all requirements in the repository, there most be a preferred
interpretation of a legal source, that motivates it (validation, right to left).

Now consider all the possible ways in which this invariant can be (temporarily) breached. For
example, cases may be added, updated or deleted; evidence may be lost; laws may change, or be
re-interpreted, and the IT infrastructure in which these processes is maintained, may change
too. For all these potential threats to the invariant property of compliance, adequate business
processes must be designed, that will restore the invariant.

In the diagram, these potential changes are shown by three arrows labelled in, out and update,
inspired by system input, output and change. In business process management, one often refers
to the four basic operations of persistent storage: create, read, update and delete (CRUD). They
have a similar role. Ideally, read would not seem to alter the invariant, but that is wrong, if we
allow for uncertain or incomplete data. Suppose we do a random check, and it appears data is
added or removed. In that case, a read will change the outcome.

5. Conclusions.

In this paper we have presented a more ambitious and legally more plausible conceptual model
for compliance: evidence-based compliance engineering. By contrast to the dominant view in
information systems research, compliance is not predominantly about processes, but rather
about data that counts as evidence of continued compliance: an invariant property.

Such a conceptual model of compliance, is more natural for lawyers. It takes trade-offs
between compliance and business goals, into account. It would also allow for differences in legal
interpretation, using NLP tools. It allows for the advances in data analytics and data mining to
be deployed. If done well, it should be robust for incomplete and uncertain data.

So far, this is only a vision. A lot of work remains to be done. First, the vision must be
developed into an architecture, of components, and interfaces. Given a proper semantics of the
functionality of the components in terms of assertions (Boolean statements about compliance),
it must in principle be possible to demonstrate, that the invariant can be maintained, if all
components continue to function, and if all in, out and update procedures, perform as assumed.

Second, the architecture must be populated with real tools and techniques, that can be used
to perform the functionality on the arrows. That can be then be demonstrated for one or more
real-life cases, such as the scenarios in Section 2
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